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GEE
BEe

R3R

This is a 1200 mm span sporty-looking
pylon racer model from Top R/C Hobby
that looks great, but does it deliver?
Matt Boddington tests it out
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Model Review

ABOVE & RIGHT:
A very descriptive box
with quality components parts unpacked

T

his is the Gee Bee R3R from Top
R/C Hobby, and although it looks
like it, is not actually a real full
size aircraft. It’s what has been
described as a ‘Fantasy Racer’, and if you
like ‘What might have been’!
From the picture on the outside of the box
it certainly looks the part! I had not heard of
the manufacturer Top R/C Hobby before but
I had heard good things about the R3R, so
I was very keen indeed when offered it for
review.
The kit comes in several versions, RTF,
ARTF, PNP and Kit version. The version
supplied for review was PNP, so required a
receiver of choice and a battery.

Opening the Box

The large brightly coloured box dully arrived
in the workshop, and upon opening it up I
was confronted with some large red and
white foam components all neatly packaged.
The parts count was not huge; in the box we
had two wing halves, a spacious fuselage,
tailplane and elevator
assembly and a
rudder. To finish
things off there was
two U/C assemblies

complete with spats, motor prop assembly,
and a bag of hardware including fixing screws
and the all-important landing/flying wires. All
the parts looked to be of good quality with the
main airframe being moulded from EPO foam.

Putting it Together

With the low parts count this should not be
a long job. It gets harder and harder these
days to find things to write about when
reviewing ARTF models as there seems to
be less and less to do!

Hardware
pack
includes
adhesive

Wing panels are joined with adhesive included; note there is
no spar therefore relying upon flying wires for strength

ABOVE: The power train with spinner and prop assembly
comes factory assembled
RIGHT: Motor is held in place in the mount with a single
clamping screw
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Horizontal stabiliser slides in and is held with two screws
The first stage of the build is to join the two
wing halves; for this a tube of EPO foam
contact glue is supplied. I spread the glue
evenly onto the two wing root areas and left
it for a few minutes before bringing together.
The fit of the two halves was not great so care
is needed to get them properly aligned. There
is no dihedral brace, which surprised me
somewhat, but the wing strength comes from
the working flying wires, more of this later.
The wing can now be set to one side and
left to fully dry and we turn our attention to
the installation of the power system. This
comes supplied in the kit as a prop, motor
and spinner assembly with the ESC already
connected to the motor. Installation is fairly

Rudder pushes onto
plastic clips inset into
the fin post recess

straightforward, but a
little fiddly!
The motor is held in
place in the mount by two screws that are
accessible via holes in the top and bottom
of the fuselage. These screws need to be
slackened off before the motor wires, ESC
and motor are fed into place. By accessing
the fuselage via the battery hatch the motor
wires can be grabbed and pulled into place,
the motor can then be secured with the two
screws in the mount, simple.
The tailplane assembly is next and this
simply slots into the rear of the fuselage
and is fixed in place by two screws, the pre
installed control rod can then be connected
up. The rudder simply
clips into place at the
hinge points. One
thing to be careful of
here is to make sure
that the steerable
tail wheel is correctly
aligned and located
as the rudder is
installed.
With the elevator
and rudder now
installed and
connected up now
is a good time to
Plenty of room for any size receiver and positioning
install your receiver
of choice. There
is ample room in
the fuselage and
your receiver can
be located where
and how you whish.
I used my normal
method of the Velcro
system, which seems
to work fine for me.
With the receiver
installed it’s time to
check that the rudder
and elevator are
Undercarriage legs push into wing plates
set at neutral; if not,
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adjust the control runs as required. Please
spend a little time to do this manually and
don’t rely on doing it electronically via sub
trims, etc. on your transmitter; you will find it
pays dividends later on.
The glued wing should now be dry and
ready to install. The ailerons are connected
via a supplied ‘Y’ lead or you can plug them
individually into your receiver if it has the
capability. You will more than likely require

The flying wires hold them firmly

I had to replace a broken plastic hook with
a solder tag for added safety (see text)

What a beauty!

under tension allowing the
wire to come off! Further
investigation found that
these plastic attachments
appear to have been
installed in the fuselage the
wrong way round.
To solve the issue I used
some solder tags and
Battery is inserted tightly under front hatch, but this will screwed them into what
be changed shortly (see text)
remained of the plastic
some extension leads if you decide this
fittings, this seemed to solve the problem.
option. The wing can now be secured into
Hopefully they will be okay as there is no
place with the screws provided.
load on these in flight anyway. It’s a good
The assembled undercarriage units simply
job I didn’t go straight out and fly – they may
have failed in flight!
slot into the underside of the wings and then
The finished model certainly looked the
the whole thing is held together with the
supplied flying wires. These wires are of fine
part and at 1200 mm span was a nice size
piano type with a built-in spring one end and
and should fit into the average car fully
a loop the other.
rigged without too much trouble; I was really
looking forward now to seeing how she flies.
Now these are all different lengths so it’s
a good idea to sort them out into pairs first
and then sort out where they go before you
Flight Test
start fitting them to the model. Once in place
Well finally a nice day arrived for the test
I have to say I was pleasantly surprised how
flight with some nice fine sunshine for the
pictures and reasonably calm winds.
much it stiffened things up and how strong
With all the checks complete, the aileron
the model felt.
movement set to what I thought was a
Finishing Off
sensible amount and a fully charged LiPo
The instructions call for a 3S 2200 mAh
it was time to see how she performed. I
LiPo and with this installed the racer
balanced as per the instructions. The
battery compartment is very small and the
battery has to fit vertically and is a bit of a
fiddle as the ESC wires tend to get in the
way and stop it fully locating.
So we were all ready to go; all we needed
was some nice sunny weather, or so I
thought…!
A few days later I went into the workshop
and noticed that one of the upper flying
wires had come loose. Assuming that I had
not fitted it correctly I went to just reattach
it. At this point I found that the plastic
attachments on the fuselage had failed
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chose to use the available hard surface
for the take-off because with those spatted
wheels I felt that the grass would not be
an option, so with all lined up and with the
camera ready I gently opened the throttle.
The Gee Bee accelerated quite quickly on
the hard and showed no lack of power, some
up elevator seemed to be needed to get her
to lift off, which she did quite smartly with a
tendency to roll left! Once in a positive climb
the elevator was relaxed, which immediately
led to the R3R heading for the deck so the up
was very quickly fed back in.
A few seconds of lurching through the sky
then proceeded as I tried to feed in up trim.
Even with full up trim she still wanted to head
for the deck with the elevator relaxed. There
was a serious nose heavy issue here! I also
found that some right aileron was needed to
stop her rolling left.
With things a bit sorted out and holding
in some up to keep her straight and level I
explored the rest of the flight envelope. Apart
from the nose heavy issue she was very
stable and really did look a treat in the air.
Almost knife-edge turns were capable and
you could just imagine her rounding a pylon.
Power was certainly adequate but maybe a
4S LiPo would give her some more racer-like
punch!

Take-off was a bit rapid!
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